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Abstract 
We make a brief historical revision of action-at-a-distance in quantum mechanics. Non-locality has 
been mostly related to systems of two particles in an entangled state. We show that this effect is 
also apparent in some experiments with individual particles. An easily performed experiment in 
this regard is introduced. 
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1. Introduction 
In the Fifth Solvay Congress (1927) A. Einstein analyzed the following experiment. A particle (photon or elec-
tron) impinges normally on a diaphragm with slit 0 so that the ψ-wave associated with the particle is diffracted 
in 0. A scintillation-screen (or photographic film) in the shape of a hemisphere is placed behind 0 so as to show 
the arrival of a particle (Figure 1), an event whose probability of occurrence is measured by the “intensity” of 
the diffracted spherical waves at the point under consideration. Einstein declared: 

“According to viewpoint I the de Broglie-Schrödinger waves do not represent one individual particle but ra-
ther an ensemble of particles distributed in space. Accordingly, the theory provides information not on an indi-
vidual process but rather on an ensemble of them. Thus |ψ(r)|2 expresses the probability (probability density) 
that there exists at r some particle of the ensemble” [1]. 

He continued: “According to viewpoint II quantum mechanics is considered as a complete theory of individu-
al processes; each particle moving toward the screen is described as a wave packet which, after diffraction, ar-
rives at a certain point P on the screen, and |ψ(r)|2 expresses the probability (probability density) that at a given 
moment one and the same particle shows its presence at r… If |ψ|2 is interpreted according to II, then, as long as 
no localization has been effected, the particle must be considered as potentially present with almost constant  
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Figure 1. The experiment analyzed by Einstein in 
the 5th Solvay Congress.                                       

 
probability over the whole area of the screen; however, as soon as it is localized, a peculiar action-at-a-distance 
must be assumed to take place which prevents the continuously distributed wave in space from producing an ef-
fect at two places on the screen” [1]. 

“It seems to me,” he concluded, “that this difficulty cannot be overcome unless the description of the process 
in terms of the Schrödinger wave is supplemented by some detailed specification of the localization of the par-
ticle during its propagation… If one works only with Schrödinger waves, the interpretation II of |ψ|2, I think, 
contradicts the postulate of relativity” [1]. 

This experiment displays “the wave-particle duality”: even if the solution of the Schrödinger equation de-
scribes a wave, no fraction of a lump but an indivisible particle is detected. According to Einstein, the instanta-
neous projection (collapse, reduction, or quantum jump) leading a non-localized state to a quite-well localized 
state is a peculiar kind of action-at-a-distance. 

Assuming that the process in terms of Schrödinger waves should be supplemented by some detailed specifica-
tion of the localization of the particle during its propagation, Einstein succeeded to avoid the notion of ac-
tion-at-a-distance. Concerning this issue L. Ballentine points out: “he argued that a particle should always be 
thought of as possessing a definite though perhaps unknown position, even when no such definite position is 
described by the wave function ψ” [2]. This idea, compatible with viewpoint I, is at the origin of the Statistical 
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. In this theory, “a pure state (and hence also a general state) provides a 
description of certain statistical properties of an ensemble of similarly prepared systems, but need not provide a 
complete description of an individual system” [3]. 

By contrast, the first postulate of orthodox (ordinary or standard) quantum mechanics establishes that the 
wave function (or state vector) completely describes the state of the system. This last theory, also called Copen-
hagen Interpretation, proved stunningly successful [4]. This is the main reason why most physicists and chemists 
adopt orthodox quantum mechanics, even if it implies a peculiar kind of action-at-a-distance and other strange 
features that we are not going to refer to in this paper. A critical review of these matters has been recently pub-
lished [5]. 

2. Non-Locality Related to a System of Two Particles in an Entangled State 
In 1935, A. Einstein, B. Podolsky and N. Rosen (EPR) published the well-known article “Can Quantum-Me- 
chanical Description of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete?” [6]. In this paper they deal with a system of 
two particles in an entangled state. We should stress the contrast with Einstein analysis in the Fifth Solvay 
Congress, where he refers to one particle. This difference is crucial to the present study, considering that since 
the publication of the EPR article non-locality has been mostly associated to systems of particles in entangled 
states. On the contrary, we analyze action-at-a-distance in processes involving a single particle.  

In 1964 J. Bell proved a theorem stating that a local hidden variable theory cannot reproduce all statistical 
predictions of quantum mechanics [7]: He showed that, in the framework of any deterministic and local theory, 
the correlations between some properties of two particles should satisfy an inequality (Bell’s inequality) which 
could be violated if the two particles were in an entangled state. He concluded that “in a theory in which para-
meters are added to quantum mechanics to determine the results of individual measurements, without changing 
the statistical predictions, there must be a mechanism whereby the setting of one measuring device can influence 
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the reading of another instrument, however remote. Moreover, the signal involved must propagate instanta-
neously, so that such a theory could not be Lorentz invariant” [7]. 

In the following years many experiments aiming to test Bell’s inequalities were performed, yielding results 
which violate them and compatible with quantum mechanical predictions [8]-[13]. The door was then open to 
explore an even more strange and fascinating phenomenon: quantum teleportation [14]. Because it depends on 
classical communication, which cannot proceed faster than the speed of light, teleportation cannot be used for 
superluminal transport or communication. The current record distance for quantum teleportation is 143 km with 
photons, and 21 m with material systems.  

These astonishing results have induced many scientists to consider action-at-a-distance as a real effect. But 
performing experiments with a system of particles in an entangled state is a complicated business, requiring 
techniques not accessible to everybody. In Section 4 we describe an easily performed experiment in laboratories 
of optics, facilitating results to a wider public which cannot be explained without invoking non-locality. 

Before concluding this section let us come back to the EPR paper. It is frequently called the EPR paradox, al-
though we should refer to the EPR theorem. F. Laloë states it as follow: “if the predictions of quantum mechan-
ics are correct (even for systems made of remote correlated particles) and if physical reality can be described in 
a local (or separable) way, then quantum mechanics is necessarily incomplete: some elements of reality exists in 
Nature that are ignored by this theory” [15]. Laloë adds: “The theorem is valid, and has been scrutinized by 
many scientists who have found no flaw in its derivation…” [15]. 

Let us stress that 1) orthodox quantum mechanics has proved to be a very successful theory, with apparently 
no exceptions to its predictions; and 2) the first postulate of this theory states that the ψ-wave gives a complete 
description of an individual particle’s state. This couple of facts provides a good reason to suspect that locality is 
a questionable matter. Our next step will deal with action-at-a-distance in experiments involving individual par-
ticles.  

3. Action-at-a-Distance in Some Well-Known Experiments 
The authors we quote here do not mention action-at-a-distance in the experiments they refer to; they focus on 
other features: wave-particle duality, step of the process where the collapse occurs and loss of information. 

In his Lectures on Physics R. Feynman considers a somewhat modified apparatus of the Stern-Gerlach (S-G) 
type [16]. It consists of a sequence of three high-gradients magnets; see Figure 2(a). The first one (on the left) is 
just the usual S-G magnet and splits the incoming beam of spin 1/2 particles into two separate beams. The 
second magnet has the same cross section as the first, but is twice as long and the polarity of its magnetic field is 
opposite the field in magnet 1. The second magnet pushes each beam in the opposite direction and bends them 
back toward the axis. The third magnet is just like the first, and brings the two beams back together again, so 
that leaves the exit hole along the axis. Possible paths of spin 1/2 particles leaving the oven O are illustrated in 
Figure 2(b). 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. (a) An imagined modification of a Stern-Gerlach apparatus; (b) The paths of spin 
1/2 particles.                                                                                     
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Let S be the operator representing the z-component of a spin 1/2 measured in units of ħ/2. Its eigenvalue equ-
ation is S|φ±〉 = ±|φ±〉. A spin 1/2 particle entering this modified S-G in the spin state 

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ+ + − −Ψ = Ψ + Ψ                             (1) 

exits it in the same state, whatever is the state |Ψ〉, as if the device was not there. If we place a mask in the mid-
dle of the apparatus blocking one of the beams, e.g. the lower path, all the particles entering this device in the 
state |Ψ〉 exit it in the state |φ+〉 independent of the particular |Ψ〉 chosen. 

Concerning a similar experiment (the difference being that he refers to spin-one particles) Feynman asserts: 
“Some people would say that… we have ‘lost the information’ about the previous state [|Ψ〉] because we have 
‘disturbed’ the atoms when we separate them into [two] beams in the apparatus… But this is not true. The past 
information is not lost by the separation into [two] beams, but by the blocking masks that are put in…” [16]. 

D. Ellerman, a contemporary author, emphasizes: “ordinarily texts represent the S-G apparatus as separating 
particles into spin eigenstates… But as in our other examples, the apparatus does not project the particles to ei-
genstates… It is the detectors or blockers that cause the collapse or projections to eigenstates, not the prior se-
paration apparatus” [17]. 

D. Bes, another contemporary author, analyzes some consequence of quantum principles in the form of 
thought experiments [18]. Particles leave the oven O in unknown linear combinations |Ψ〉 of |φ+〉 and |φ−〉 states 
given by (1). They are collimated and move along the y-axis of a sequence of S-G apparatuses like that illu-
strated in Figure 2. Each separate beam may be masked off at the half way point. Such a device is sketched in 
Figure 3(a) with the |φ−〉 beam masked off. It will be called a φ-filter and enclosed within a box drawn with con-
tinuous lines.  

The particles are prepared in the filtered state |φ+〉, by preventing particles in the state |φ−〉 from leaving the 
first filter. In the last stage of the experimental setup another filter is inserted as part of the detector, in order to 
measure the degree of filtration. The detector includes also a photographic plate which records the arriving par-
ticles and is observed by an experimentalist, as shown in Figure 3(b). 

Let R be the operator representing the x-component of the spin 1/2 particle, measured in units of ħ/2. Its ei-
genvalue equation is R|χ±〉 = ±|χ±〉. These states can be written as linear combinations of |φ±〉 as follows 

( ) ( )1 2 1 2χ ϕ χ ϕ ϕ χ ϕ ϕ ϕ+ + + + − + − + −= + = +                 (2) 

( ) ( )1 2 1 2χ ϕ χ ϕ ϕ χ ϕ ϕ ϕ− + − + − − − + −= + = +                 (3) 

 

 
Figure 3. Two quantum mechanical thought experiments: (a) Schematic representation of a φ-filter; (b) Detector including a 
filter, photo plate and observer; (c) Experiment A; (d) Experiment B. The vertical bars denote fixed path blockings, while the 
diagonal bars indicate path that can be opened or closed. For each experiment we perform a measurement in which the upper 
channel of the detector is open and the down channel blocked, and another measurement with the opposite features.                 
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Bes then deals with two experiments “which yields results that are spectacular different from classical expec-
tations” [18]. 

Experiment A (Figure 3(c)): Particles leave the first filter in the state |φ+〉 (with the spin pointing along the 
positive z-axis) and the second filter in the state |χ+〉 (with the spin pointing along the positive x-axis). The mod-
ification of the second filter so that it can block the particles in either of the states |χ±〉 amounts to a rotation of a 
φ-filter by an angle π/2 around the y-axis. A φ-filter rotated in this way will be called a χ-filter and represented 
by a dashed box. 

A particle entering the second filter in the state |φ+〉 reorients itself within the second one, a χ-filter. Since the 
|χ–〉 channel of the second filter is blocked (see Figure 3(c)), the particle is either absorbed with probability 
|〈φ+|χ−〉|2 = 1/2 or is projected into the state |χ+〉 (and transmitted) with probability |〈φ+|χ+〉|2 = 1/2. The detector 
measures the number of particles exiting in one of the |φ±〉 states. Bes stresses that “both components may 
emerge from the detector filter, in spite of the fact that the fraction of the beam in the |φ–〉 state was annihilated 
inside the first filter” [18]. 

Experiment B (Figure 3(d)): The device is the same as in Experiment A except for the absence of the mask in 
the second filter so that both channels are now open. A particle entering the second filter in the state |φ+〉 exits it 
in the same state |φ+〉, as if the device was not there. According to Bes, “the result of this last experiment is 
equivalent to an interference pattern. Classically, such patterns are associated with waves. However, unlike the 
case of waves, particles here are always detected as lumps of the same size on a screen placed in front of the exit 
side of the detector filter. No fractions of a lump are ever detected, as befits the behavior of indivisible particles. 
Therefore, these experiments display wave-particle duality” [18]. 

Where do we see action-at-a-distance effects in these experiments? In the first place, let us refer to Experi-
ments A and B. In both devices particles enter the second filter in the state |φ+〉. Since the path |χ–〉 in Experiment 
A is blocked, particles exiting the second filter cannot take a different channel from |χ+〉. Were it possible to dis-
card every kind of action-at-distance in these experiments, the change in channel |χ–〉 consisting in the suppres-
sion of the blocking mask should yield no effect on something happening in the remote channel |χ+〉. As this is 
not the case, we are forced to conclude that a particle entering the second filter does not take either one or the 
other channel but, in some way, both of them. But if a particle taking both channels is blocked in one of the 
channels, it would be entirely blocked. Thus the particle must change suddenly from being partly in one channel 
and partly in the other to being entirely in one of them. This is a kind of action-at-a-distance. 

Needless to say that the same kind of action-at-a-distance is present in the modified S-G analyzed by Feyn-
man and in that referred to by Ellerman. This effect frequently ignored and the attribution of a trajectory to 
atoms going through a S-G-device is perhaps at the origin of the fallacy pointed out by Ellerman. 

4. Action-at-a-Distance in an Experiment Easy to Perform 
This experiment is similar to another one we suggested some years ago [19]. Its advantage is that it is even easi-
er to perform. All you need is a Michelson-Morley interferometer, a source of monochromatic light, a conver-
gent lens and four polarizations filters.  

The polarizations filters are introduced in the device as shown in Figure 4. Due to lens L the beam entering 
the interferometer is parallel to the optical axis. The two internal filters FV and FH allow the passage of light with 
vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively. The filter F0 after L is oblique at α (the angle between the 
transmission line of F0 and the horizontal) with α = π/4. The filter before the eye FE may be rotated, or removed. 

The results are: 
1) If FE is vertical, horizontal or absent, there is no interference image.  
2) If FE is oblique at β (the angle between the transmission line of FE and the horizontal), the interference im-

age, named Newton’s rings, emerges. A maximum of visibility is attained for β = π/4. Increasing β even more, 
Newton’s rings fade away and completely disappear when β = π/2. When β > π/2 Newton’s rings appear again 
and the visibility reaches its maximum for β = 3π/4.  

More than 200 years ago, Fresnel and Arago stated four laws governing the superposition of light waves from 
experimental results. According to the fourth law, “two rays of light polarized at right angles and then brought into 
the same plane of polarization interfere like ordinary light if they were originally polarized in the same plane” [20]. 
Our results are then in agreement with this law and their interpretation does not present any difficulty as long as 
the light is considered as made of classical waves. The problem arises if, following P. Dirac, we take as valid “the 
description which quantum mechanics provides of the interference of photons” [21]. 
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Figure 4. View from the top of a modified Michelson-Morley interferometer. S: source of light; L: convergent 
lens; M: mirrors; HSM: half-silvered mirror. F0, FV, FH and FE: polarization filters; E: eye.                               

 
In his book The principles of Quantum Mechanics, Dirac says: “Let us take a definite experiment demon-

strating interference. Suppose we have a beam of light which is passed through some kind of interferometer, so 
that it gets split up into two components and the two components are subsequently made to interfere. We may… 
take an incident beam consisting of only a single photon and inquire what will happen to it as it goes to the ap-
paratus… we must now describe the photon as going partly into each of the two components into which the in-
cident beam is split” [21]. 

He continues: “Let us consider what happens when we determine the energy in one of the components. The 
result of such a determination must be either the whole photon or nothing at all. Thus the photon must change 
suddenly from being partly in one beam and partly in the other to being entirely in one of the beams…” [21]. He 
adds: “So long as the photon is partly in one beam and partly in the other, interference can occur when the two 
beams are superposed…” [21]. And finally, at the end of the Section Interference of photons: “The new theory 
[i.e. quantum mechanics], which connects the wave function with probabilities for one photon, gets over the dif-
ficulty [previously mentioned] by making each photon go partly into each of the two components. Each photon 
then interferes only with itself. Interference between two different photons never occurs” [21]. 

Following Dirac we say that each photon entering the interferometer goes partly into each of the two compo-
nents into which the incident beam is split. Now, each photon has three possibilities: being stopped by the filter 
FV, being stopped by the filter FH, or being transmitted. If the photon is not stopped it remains partly in one 
beam (in a vertical polarization state) and partly in the other (in a horizontal polarization state). So interference 
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occurs when the two beams are superposed and brought into the same plane of polarization (thanks to FE). But if 
the photon is absorbed by one of the filters (either FV or FH) it must change suddenly from being partly in one 
beam and partly in the other to being entirely in the beam stopped by the filter. Action-at-a-distance becomes 
experimentally evident. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
On one hand, according to EPR theorem, “if the predictions of quantum mechanics are correct and if physical 
reality can be described in a local way, quantum mechanics is necessarily incomplete” [15]. On the other hand, 1) 
orthodox quantum mechanics has proved to be a very successful theory, with no exceptions to its predictions; 
and 2) the first postulate of this theory states that the ψ-wave gives a complete description of an individual par-
ticle’s state. This couple of facts constitutes a good reason to suspect that locality is a questionable matter. 

Trying to contribute a solution to this issue, in this paper we have dealt with action-at-a-distance in experi-
ments with individual particles.  

Finally, we introduce an experiment of interference with polarization filters. Differing from studies with sys-
tems of particles in entangled states, which require techniques not accessible to everybody, the experiment we 
describe here is very easy to perform in laboratories of optics and facilitates to a wider public results which 
cannot be explained without invoking non-locality.  
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